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Union Budget 2020

Verbosity galore, people’s issues craftily eluded
The economy of the country is
not just stuck in a quicksand but
bogged down in it. It could not be
otherwise. Because, capitalism, now
in its death throes, is ridden with an
intensifying insolvable crisis,
endemic of the system. And
ruthlessly oppressive, cruel, inhuman
and utterly corrupt, as capitalism is
today, it has only one thing to offer
to the penury and misery-stricken
people—the burden of this
insurmountable crisis with a covert
sermon of bearing it without protest.
All servitors of ruling capitalism—
the ruling bourgeois parties, their
governments, ministers, leaders, fatsalaried bureaucrats, pedantic
economists and a section of the proestablishment columnists and
commentators—are wedded to the
task of describing the collapsing
economy as a ‘cyclical slowdown’

rather than a ‘deep structural’ one.
So they
unhesitatingly vend
spurious dream that economy
would bounce back consequent to
a slew of ‘corrective’ measures
undertaken and the ‘fiscal
prudence’ demonstrated by the
government. The annual ritual, if
not farce, of presenting union
budget is an occasion to prattle
about that fake optimism with a
bagful of trashes and deceits. The
latest budget, which the union
finance minister (FM) took about
three hours to present, has been no
exception to that. On 31 January, it
came to be known that India has
recorded its lowest nominal GDP
growth and highest unemployment
in four decades with appreciable
dip in corporate tax collections,
creeping inflation and dormant
private sector investment despite a

host of incentives offered by the BJP
government. Yet on 1 February 2020,
the FM lectured the countrymen from
the floor of parliament about how was
the land’s prosperity in the ‘Sindhu
Saraswat’ civilization and waxed
eloquent about how our ancestral
poets laid emphasis on wealth and
entrepreneurship. The budget speech,
as the FM and her government tried
to prove it to be, was nothing but an
insipid harangue which did not touch
upon any of the pressing economic
issues wreaking havoc in people’s life.
What are the problems the toiling
people of the country are trying to
grapple with? Surely it is not what the
ranking of the country’s economy is in
the world, what projections are made
by the self-styled experts about the
growth rate of country’s economy, by
what basis point the fiscal deficit has
come down compared to GDP growth

and so forth. They need to know if
prices of essential commodities
would come down, black-marketing
and price manipulations through
hoarding and speculation would be
contained, avenues for earning a
livelihood would be opened and at
least subsistence level income would
accrue to them; if any concrete
time-bound measure to arrest
spiralling unemployment would be
adopted, peasants would receive just
price of their produce in a hasslefree manner, the huge gap between
the price received by the peasants
and the retail price of food articles
and other essential items would be
narrowed through appropriate
administrative steps to break the
unholy utterly corrupt nexus
controlling
the
procurement
machinery, healthcare, education,
Contd. on page 2

SUCI (C) calls the Union
Budget 2020 pro-capitalist
and anti-people

Comrade K Radhakrishna, President, AIUTUC, addressing Open Session of 21st AIUTUC Conference in
Dhanbad on 13 February 2020 (coverage in the next issue )

In a quick reaction to the union budget
2020, Comrade Provash Ghosh, General
Secretary, SUCI(C), has issued the following
statement on 1 February 2020 :
The union finance minister (FM) in utter
disregard to the immense sufferings of
common people has again chosen to parade in
lengthy speech, gimmicks and ludicrous
optimism shying away from addressing in right
earnest even a single issue concerning interest
of common people. Instead, the FM has
clearly indicated that her government has no
answer to the pestering economic problems of
harrowing price rise, relentless spurt in fuel
prices, mounting unemployment, huge job loss,
closure of one after another industry,
plummeting income of common people, falling
demand, dipping consumer expenditure, nonavailability of remunerative prices to the
peasants, growing recession coupled with
spiralling inflation, rising shortfall in revenue
earning due to extraordinary benevolence and
kind-heartedness shown to the corporate
barons as well as unbridled corruption in the
tax colleting machinery, absence of productive
investment in key sectors, no off take of loans
from banks and financial institutions by
Contd on page 5
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Flury of hollow words did not touch
upon any of the pressing economic issues
Contd. from page 1

civic amenities and such other public
welfare services would cease to
elude them and so forth. But has any
of these concerns been addressed
by the budget? There is no need to
wrack our brain to identify the
‘economic logic’ or number
crunching for getting an answer.
Because the answer is a pure and
simple : NO. The government is in
no mood to give minimal relief to the
back-broken countrymen but is only
busy in finding ways and means to
squeeze them more and more and
reaching out more riches to the
ruling,
ruthlessly
oppressive,
monopolists. That once more lays
bare
the
fact
that
these
governments,whether of the BJP or
the Congress, are nothing but trusted
political managers of the ruling class
and hence have scant regard for the
common people.

Novel way to repair demandconstrained and investmentstarved economy
Let us pick up a few examples
of this caricature of budget. Why
the economy is floundering?
Because it is demand-constrained.
Why is there dip in demand?
Because people have no money as
because they have no income. Why
they have no income? Because of
non-availability of either jobs to the
employment-seekers or remunerative price for agricultural produce of
the peasants. Even those who have
a job find their income falling far
short of meeting their basic needs of
life. In other words, their real
income is dropping with every
passing day. Every informed person
knows that the poor millions spend a
much larger part of their incomes
than the few rich. Any squeezing of
their purchasing power implies a big
hit to the aggregate demand. This
fall in aggregate demand gives rise
to the market crisis for the capitalist
class. In absence of demand, goods
get stockpiled and the capitalist
class owning the means of
production stop producing further
goods since they have no profit
opportunity in absence of market. So
slump and recession ensue.
What is needed to boost this
aggregate demand? Obviously,
creation of suitable avenues for
generating income for the common
toiling masses whose buying power
basically constitutes the capitalist
market. How can that be done?
Only by creating jobs through setting

up industries and enterprises. The
fact is, over 6.8 lakh industries are
reported to have closed down by the
capitalist owners—not because of
any labour unrest but because of
shrunk market conditions. Dipping
Index of Industrial Production attests
to a prevailing slump condition.
Contraction in India’s eight core
industries (coal, crude oil, natural
gas, refinery products, fertilisers,
steel, cement and electricity)
continues as the output pace goes on
receding. Further, as private
operators are more inclined towards
automation and not manpower for
lowering production cost, it is
desirable that such industries are
established as labour-intensive ones
under the aegis of the government.
But what is the government doing?
Just the reverse. Instead of opening
new industries in the government
sector, it is now out to privatize the
public sector units (PSUs), built
after independence under public
pressure and public money, including
profit-making LIC, IDBI, BPCL,
Railways and even one of the major
ports. Instead of making any
attempt to revive the ‘sick’ PSUs—
cause of sickness being poor
administration, rampant corruption
and sheer looking away from all
these to eventually roll out the
process of eventual privatization—
the government has been offering
those PSUs to the private houses
owned by giant monopolists and
MNCs on a silver platter. Of late,
we have seen how the BSNL has
been made ‘sick’ in a calculated
manner just to ensure that a
particular monopoly house gets hold
of the entire telecom industry.
Similarly, the railways which has
been the life-line of the country’s
transport system and is having lakhs
of employees, is now being handed
over to the private operators who
would run it on a purely commercial
basis by raising the fare by
whopping margin and recklessly
cutting the labour force to the
maximum. What a novel way of job
creation at government initiative by
throwing out millions who are in
employment!
Second feature of the faltering
capitalist economy is that it is
investment-starved.The mouthpieces
of the government are claiming that
they have been taking steps to boost
private investment by progressively
lowering bank interest, drastically
slashing corporate tax rate,
condoning corporate tax defaults,

easing the process of doing business
and ushering in radical labour
reforms (meaning snatching away
the hard-earned rights of the
workers, abolishing the concept of
permanent employment and replace
it by contract and casual
employment at throwaway wages
and deprive the workers of the right
to bargain while allowing the
capitalist owners unbridled right to
retrench, lay-off, closure, wage
determination as per whims of the
owners and so forth). But how
much investment has come by that?
Cutting bank interest has harshly
imperiled the depositors, a majority
of whom are senior citizens. But that
has hardly boosted credit offtake by
the industrialists for productive
investment as vouched by the
admission of the banks including the
Reserve Bank of India. Secondly,
spurt in investment or so called GDP
growth does not ipso facto mean
generation of gainful employment.
Already the term “jobless growth”
has been the buzzword in the
parlance of capitalist economy as
thrust is on more technology and
robotics at the cost of human labour.
So the stress on boosting investment
in isolation without guaranteeing
necessary
jobs
is
brazenly
misleading.

Continued honking of ambitious
GDP growth
Time and again we have
explained that GDP growth per se
does not indicate economic growth
as it does not reflect distribution of
wealth. Who does not know that
India has earned notoriety for its
rampant inequality that seems to
grow exponentially each year?
India’s richest 1% hold more than
four times the wealth held by the
bottom 70% of the country’s
population, according to the latest
study released by Oxfam. Combined
wealth of 63 Indian billionaires is
higher than Rs 24,42,200 crore, the
total Union Budget of 2018-19
fiscal. Mukesh Ambani, the
industrial tycoon, is richer by $17
billion (Rs 1,19,000 crores) in 2019
and his net worth crossed $60 billion
(Rs 4,20,000 crores). On the other
hand, if judged by the median (value
of a range of values) developingcountry poverty line of $2 (Rs 140)
a day on purchasing power parity,
more than 80% rural and just below
70% of India’s urban inhabitants
continue to be poor. 60 per cent of
casual workers earn less than Rs

5,000 per month. A large majority of
Indians are not being paid what may
be termed a living wage, a latest
report observed. 90% of industries
even in the organised manufacturing
sector “pay wages below the
stipulated minimum by the Seventh
Central Pay Commission." The BJP
government in its Wage Code Bill,
has raised the national minimum
wage by Rs 2 to Rs 178 per day,
despite an internal labour ministry
committee recommending a much
higher amount of Rs 375 based on
consumption of 2,400 calories per
day whereas according to a
Supreme Court verdict, minimum
wage should be fixed based on
consumption of 2,700 calories per
day. More than 80 percent of
Indians work in jobs without regular
pay or social benefits, according to
the
International
Labour
Organization.It means even the
employed do not earn enough to
keep the national consumption cycle
going.This is simply a trailer of how
‘inclusive growth’, as claimed by the
government, is taking place in the
country. The current drying up of
demand is squarely attributable to
this perceptibly shinking income as
well as wealth inequality having been
pushed to their very limits. An
unequal present implies an
exponentially more unequal future,
that is destined to entrench within
the future Indian society.How can
the real demand be stimulated if the
schism between the haves and
have-nots grow at such an alarming
rate?
Secondly, despite all revisions
and manipulations in calculation
methodology of GDP which inflated
a figure of 4.7 to 6.9, the GDP
growth rate is stated to have shrunk
to 4.5. The Economic Survey tabled
before the budget pegged the
growth of the economy at 7 per cent
(real GDP) for Financial year 2020’21. Ask the experts who are expert
in making such ambitious projections
as to why then the country is
gasping and why have they been
repeatedly failing to achieve the
targeted growth; they would
immediately come out with a
readymade answer—because of the
global economic downturn. Lest the
same question is asked after the
optimism sounded in the budget
about magic turnaround of the
economy in the coming year, the
FM has defended the projection by
claiming that “all indications are
Contd. on page 5
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Middle East Peace Plan

Latest manoeuvre of US imperialist – Zionist Israel,
trampling just cause of Palestinians
The war monger US imperialism has come
out with a peace plan for the Middle East, rather
more particularly for Israel and Palestine. The
rightist forces of Israel, including its Zionist rulers
and other opponents of a two-state solution for
Israel and Palestine celebrated the plan, which
had been trumpeted as the “deal of the century”.
To them, it was the definitive end of the
possibility of an independent Palestinian state.
The leftist forces in Israel, the Palestine
Liberation Organization, and other supporters of
the two-state solution condemned the plan for the
very same reasons, calling it the final nail in the
coffin of the demand for an independent
Palestinian state.
So from opposite ends, both supporters and
detractors seemed to converge on that the
proposal marked a momentous break from
decades of American and international policy. But
even the media of the bourgeois world could not
but raise the question : Is not the plan a wellorchestrated fulfilment of an antithesis of the
Palestinian people’s as well as of the
international community’s longstanding approach
to the conflict between Palestine and Israel
standing out as a glaring instance of violation of
legality-legitimacy- humanity?

The Peace Plan
The US President, Donald Trump, unveiled
his ‘Middle East Peace Plan’ on 28 January
2020 in presence of Israel’s Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and strikingly without any
consultation with the Palestinian Authority (PA).
It affirms Jerusalem, including its Old City, to be
the undivided capital of Israel; and accords Israel
the right to annex all illegal settlements on West
bank and East Jerusalem made by it after 1967,
as well as the Jordan Valley— an important
agricultural land and water source for Palestinians
— including its eastern border with Jordan, giving
Israel a permanent eastern border along the
Jordan River and further pushing Palestinians into
ever shrinking fragmented areas of land. “It also
proposes making Abu Dis, just outside Jerusalem,
the capital of a future Palestinian State, which
was instantly rejected by Palestinian people” (AlJazeera, 01 February 2020). So, the plan is totally
one sided which favours Israel and goes against
the interest of Palestinian people.
One should not also fail to note the timing,
when the deal was being proposed. The US
President was facing impeachment trial in the
US Senate and Israel’s Prime Minster Netanyahu
was facing charges of fraud, breach of trust, and
bribery just before for election on 4 March 2020.
The impeachment against Trump ultimately did
not get through, giving Trump a new lease of life.
Besides, the multi-billion dollar propaganda
machinery of the imperialists and their multi-billion
dollar weapons used in ruthless brigandage of the
US imperialists and their allies, are not proving
effective in the long run. They could ravage the
countries like Iraq, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Palestine
and others, in the Middle East, viz., West Asia
and North Africa. Such inhuman devastation
could not prevent the US imperialists from being

virtually isolated among people of the region.
Moreover, Iran another constant target of the US
imperialists, is reportedly winning the strategic
struggle for influence in the Middle East, much to
the chagrin of the US imperialists and their allies.
It is in such a background, Trump laid down his
long-gestating ‘Middle East Peace Plan’ to
revamp afresh the fading-out image with fresh
arrogance and muscle-flexing. But to understand
its significance a few pertinent facts of the Israel
–Palestine conflict may be relevant.

A few pertinent facts of the Israel Palestine conflict
The Israel- Palestine conflict is in reality the
tale of an expansionist design of the Zionist Israel
with all-out support from the imperialists at the
expense of the indigenous Palestinian population.
In 1917, the British government promised to
establish a national home for the Jewish people in
Palestine, where Jews made up less than 8
percent of the population. Thirty years later, the
United Nations proposed a plan to partition
Palestine: The Jews, who made up less than a
third of the population and owned less than 7
percent of the land, were given the majority of the
territory. During the ensuing war, Israel
conquered more than half the territory allotted to
Palestine and prevented the evicted Palestinians
from returning to their homes. In the 1967 War,
Israel conquered the remaining 22 percent of
Palestine, as well as the Sinai Peninsula from
Egypt and the Golan Heights from Syria. It
illegally established settlements in the territories it
occupied and created a regime with separate
laws for different groups — Israelis and
Palestinians — living in the same territory. In
1980, Israel formally annexed East Jerusalem. In
1993, the Oslo Accords granted limited autonomy
to Palestinians in a scattering of disconnected
islets. The accords did not demand the dismantling
of Israeli settlements or even a halt to settlement
growth. The American plans for Palestinian
statehood from the US President Bill Clinton in
2000 to Donald Trump in 2020, confined most of
the majority ethnic group into less than a quarter
of the territory, helped Israel annex more lands
including Jewish settlements in occupied East
Jerusalem, with some form of autonomy for
Palestinians. Even the Israeli military admits that
there are now more Palestinians than Jews living
in the territory under Israel’s control. Before
proposing this Plan the US rulers, on 7 December
2017, had already declared ‘Jerusalem’ as the
capital of Israel and ‘Golan Heights’ as part of
Israel on March 25, 2019, which goes against
internationally recognized UN resolutions.
Standing on this historical sequence of
expansionism and oppression by Zionist Israel and
their imperialist masters, the US imperialists, in
particular, the US rulers proposed Economic and
Political Plans, first in June 2019 and then again
in January last to resolve the decades old conflict
between the Palestinians and Israel. The political
plan “envisages the establishment of future
‘Palestinian State’ with its capital in Abu Dis just
outside Jerusalem, and that also only after four

years of execution of this plan”. It sets forth
criteria which Palestinians must meet before they
are allowed to form their state, and if they don’t
meet this criteria, then Israel will have right to
take over militarily. Whether the Palestinians have
met these criteria or not will be determined by
Israel and the United States. The State of Israel
will continue to maintain control over the airspace
and the electromagnetic spectrum, the Israeli
Navy will have the right to block prohibited
weapons and weapon-making materials from
entering the State of Palestine. The State of
Palestine will not have the right to forge
intelligence or security agreements with any state
or organization that adversely affect the State of
Israel’s security, as determined by the State of
Israel. The plan puts the Temple Mount, including
Al-Aqsa mosque, under Israeli sovereignty. The
plan rejects Palestinian claims to Haram alSharif, instead keeping it under Jordanian
custodianship. It recognizes an Israeli right to the
entire Jordan Valley. Israel regards the valley as
militarily strategic. Palestinians regard the valley
and the River Jordan as important for agriculture
in the West Bank; giving Israel the valley would
allow it to divert the river water for its own use.
Under the Trump plan, there would be no right of
return for Palestinian refugees from the wars of
1948 and 1967 into Israel. The return of any
Palestinian refugees would be subject to Israel
giving its approval. The plan affirms that Israel
has a right to the entirety of “undivided
Jerusalem”, recognizing it as Israel’s capital. The
Plan also envisages the control of ‘Gaza Strip’,
which is now under Hamas’ control, would be
transferred to Palestinian Authority or another
Palestinian entity approved by Israel”
(Wikipedia). “The plan talks of phased release of
4,544 Palestinian prisoners from Israeli’s detention
centres only on Israeli consent.”

US brigandage got fillip from the debacle of
socialism
It should be pointed out here that so long as the
Soviet Union existed the US imperialists could not
always translate its disastrous designs easily. The
Soviet Union led by the great leader of the
proletariat Comrade Stalin crushed German fascist
forces and kept imperialism at bay. The presence
of the mighty socialist camp inspired revolutionary
liberation movements and mighty anti-imperialist
peace movements more or less all over the world.
It acted as check and balance to some extent
against the imperialist countries. But following the
demise of great Stalin, modern revisionism in the
Soviet Russia as also in the East European socialist
countries and China finally led to capitalist counter
revolution in those countries. The mighty socialist
camp was shattered. With this debacle of socialist
camp, the US imperialists found the world without
any deterrent for them to cause havoc in
countries after countries, through neo-colonial
exploitation and even direct military aggression.
The present world bears enough testimony of this
sad outcome. Trump’s Middle East peace plan
comes in such a world.
Contd. on page 4
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Arab countries need to stand united for Palestinian cause
foiling US imperialist move at driving cleavage among them
Contd. from page 3

Opposition to the Peace Plan
However, looking at the conditions of the
Trump’s plan, on 29 January 2020, Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas said Jerusalem was
“not for sale; all our rights are not for sale and
are not for bargain”. Hamas also rejected the deal
on the grounds that it aspired to “liquidate the
Palestinian national project”. On 29 January
2020, thousands of Palestinian protesters held a
“day of rage” in the Gaza Strip. In protest against
this plan, the Palestinian authority declared
severing all ties with the United States and Israel
including security relations. An emergency
meeting of the Arab league of 22 member states
was held on 1 Feb 2020, in Cairo. It rejected the
‘Middle East Peace Plan’ proposed by US
President Trump, because it does not meet the
minimum legitimate rights and aspirations of
Palestinian people. Most of the Arab states have
also agreed not to cooperate with US
administration to implement this plan, unless this
plan includes formation of a Palestinian State with
the boundaries before 1967 war and East
Jerusalem as the capital of the Palestinian state.
Arab countries also condemned the “attempt to
divide al-Aqsa Mosque” in the Trump’s Plan.
They took it as an attempt to give complete
control and right to annex of the region of “West
Bank, Jordan valley and Northern Dead Sea” to
Israel. Trump played a dirty trick in November
2019, when the US rulers gave recognition to the
Jewish settlement on the West bank against the
international agreements. On 3 February 2020,
the 57-member Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) also rejected the Trump’s plan
outright and asked all its members not to engage
or cooperate with the USA on this issue. “The
European Union has rejected parts of the

proposed US plan for the Middle East, saying it
broke with “internationally agreed parameters”,
and any Israeli annexation of Palestinian land
would be subject to challenge. To build a just and
lasting peace, the unresolved final status, issues
must be decided through direct negotiations
between both parties”. To them also the solution
to the ‘Middle East peace’ is formation of an
“Independent Palestinian State” based on land the
captured by Israel in a 1967 war, and with East
Jerusalem as its capital. Turkey’s Foreign
Ministry criticized the Trump’s plan and said it
was aimed at “stealing Palestinian lands”. Jordan
has not accepted the US proposal because it is
against the annexation of Palestinian lands by
Israel. Qatar has said that US plan cannot be
successful without giving concessions to
Palestinian people. Even Saudi Arabia, being the
closest ally of the US, has said that it “will not
support any settlement that fails to create an
independent Palestinian state with East Jerusalem
as its capital”. Trump’s proposal is clear cut
violation of UNSC’s Resolution 242 which calls
for withdrawal of Israeli’s occupation from the
six days war and return of refugees.

Division among the Gulf Countries
The US imperialists were, however,
successful to an extent in arm-twisting a few
Arab countries. The Peace plan was announced
in presence of the ambassadors of the UAE,
Bahrain, and Oman. The USA has taken the
advantage of division among the Gulf countries to
push its agenda of establishing the control in the
oil rich region. Countries like Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, Bahrain, and Oman, were traditionally
champions of the Palestinian cause. But they are
now aligned with Israel in the recent years after
the US–Iran conflict in January 2020, because of

Australian transport
workers on warpath
Organized by the Rail, Tram and Bus Union (RTBU).
more than 1,000 tram drivers and public transport customer
service staff in Melbourne staged two four-hour long strikes
on 31 January, 2020, and several hundred rail, tram and bus
drivers held protest demonstration on 3 January 2020
participated in a demonstration demanding increase in wages
and other benefits. This industrial strike action programme was
the fifth in the series of movements that the tram drivers of
Melbourne have been holding during the year 2019-2020. The
strikes are part of protracted negotiations for a new industrial
agreement for higher annual increase of salary and benefits,
and against the company’s motive of slashing down overtime
and penalty rates to be imposed on the full time drivers as also
against replacement of full time drivers by part time drivers.
The privatized Metro Rail workers and the Bus drivers also
joined the protest demonstration in solidarity as also for
strengthening their own struggle in their respective spheres.
Yarra Trams, MTR Corporation, and the V/Line workers are
strugglng against the big monopolists and corporate backed
state government and its pro-privatisation agenda. They are
developing their campaign and appealing to the entire working
class for extending active support to their cause. (Source:
wsws.org)

false perception that only US can save them in
case attacks came from Iran. It is in this
background that the US imperialists have been
pumping huge military hardware to these
countries crying hoarse about threat from Iran.
Countries like Jordan and Egypt that receive
financial aids from the US are reluctant to take a
firm stand on this issue. In fact, it is the economic
and political considerations of the many Arab
nations and dependency on the USA military aids,
which is the main cause of division among these
countries.

Tasks ahead
In this situation the need is to build a strong
deterrent against imperialism, if Palestine people
are to get true independence and a true sovereign
country. Unless the Middle East countries take a
firm stand and expose the imperialistic design of
the US-Israel’s nexus inherent in this Peace Plan,
no permanent solution can be found to the
problem of the ‘Palestine - Israel issue’. It would
be suicidal to accept the US so-called Peace Plan,
without establishment of independent ‘Palestinian
State’ with its capital in East Jerusalem and
return of the land occupied by Israel in 1967.
Responsibility also lies with all the anti-imperialist
forces in the world. People of Palestine as also
of other countries of the Middle East are fighting
with their blood and their life. Mighty organized
militant people’s movements against the
imperialists, headed by US imperialism, need to be
built up in support of the cause of the Palestinian
people, on the anvil of legality-legitimacy and
humanity.
[Sources of information: Al Jazeera 1,4 and 5
February 2020; Wikipedia, New York Times 29
January 2020 ]

Union Budget 2020 pro-capitalist and anti-people
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industrial houses despite slashing the
interest rate several times, inexplicable
unwillingness on the part of the
government to opt for effective increase in
public spending and so forth. Nor she
could explain how the much-touted theory
of ‘inclusive growth’ is attested by the
vulgar concentration of almost all of the
country’s wealth in the hands of just 1% of
super-rich while nearly 70% of the
countrymen-the pauperizing workerspeasants-middle class—are languishing in
abject poverty. The FM has lied to the
countrymen by claiming macro-economic
stability and poverty alleviation as well as
presenting a host of questionable statistics
and projecting an economic growth of 10%
when all published data, symptoms and the
perilous life condition of the countrymen
point to the contrary. Agenda of wide-scale
privatization is once again chosen through
announcement of more and more
disinvestment of PSUs including LIC and
increased thrust on PPP route in the
railways and other sectors. More
significantly, education sector has been

made open to FDI meaning more
commercialization of this key public welfare
area. While a slew of fresh tax-waiving
measures for the corporate sector has been
announced in the name of ensuring ‘ease of
doing business’, the so called reduction of
individual income tax rates has been made
subject of forsaking hitherto available
exemptions through investment in taxsaving instruments. Once again the cause
of a flopping Indian economy is customarily
attributed to weak global growth though the
Indian ruling monopolists and the
economists-columnists-commentators on
their pay-roll had till the other day been
boasting of a robust economic growth
despite a worldwide slump.
In short, the BJP govt, being the
political manager of the capitalist class has
presented a budget which will surely serve
the interest of its master but not the
common people or the toiling millions of the
country to whom the ruling party promised
so many things before election. So the
sufferings of the people will continue. It is
time for the people to rise up in organised
struggles against this treachery.
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Alarming schism between haves and
have-nots destined to grow further
Contd. from page 2

positive”. Neither the FM nor
anyone in the government circle has
any obligation whatsoever to clarify
what these indicators are and how
they are beeping positive signal. The
trickery did not stop here. While
basking in fictional optimism about
economic growth rate in the next
year, the FM, in her budget speech
instead of referring to growth rate of
real GDP, claimed that nominal
GDP would grow at 10 “on the basis
of trends available.” While the real
GDP is typically measured as the
monetary value of goods and
services produced, nominal GDP
includes the current prices of goods
or services (meaning economic
production) in its calculation. Since
nominal GDP does not remove the
pace of rising prices when
comparing one period to another, it
can easily inflate the growth figure.
For an FM to admit that nominal
growth would likely be 10% is a
clear admission that there are
headwinds to growth. But what are
the “available trends” the FM based
her projection on? Dipping GDP,
falling industrial production, lid on
productive investment, jumping
inflation (inflation impacts one’s
finances and budget directly and
curtails one’s spending power as
well eats into real returns),
plummeting income of the toiling
countrymen, plunging consumption
rate, huge shortfall in tax revenue,
increasing current account deficit
(meaning imports continuously
outpacing exports) rising fiscal
deficit—the list would be longer and
longer. Still there is demonstrated
exudation of confidence about a
fairy tale growth to be in the offing.
The FM even boasted that macroeconomic indicators (meaning GDP
growth,
industrial production,
current account deficit, inflation and
interest rates) are stable. What
would one say about this other than
a caricature of truth? Would anyone
say that the BJP FM lags behind her
senior cabinet colleagues and party
satraps in hoodwinking ability?

The revenue front juggleries
After GDP, the next jugglery
has been on the revenue front.
Budget 2020-21 has pegged the
gross tax revenue (GTR) at Rs
24,23,020 crore, which is slightly
lower than the Rs 24,61,194.93
crore which was the estimated
Budget figure for 2019-20.
However, it marks a near 12 per

cent increase over the Revised
Estimate (RE) of Rs 21,63,423
crore for this fiscal. Is it again a
realistic estimate? The bulk of
government’s revenue receipts are
from direct and indirect taxes.
After introduction of GST, it was
trumpetted that tax collection would
go up. Has it been so? The Central
GST collection fell short of the
Budget estimate by about 40 per
cent during the April-November
period of 2019-20, the government
itself admitted in Parliament.What
does common sense tell? It tells
that those who earn more should
pay more taxes. Who earn the
most? Obvious answer is the
corporate sector. The profits of the
top 10 Indian corporates are
soaring. Yet, the government
instead of imposing higher taxes on
corporate sector goes on giving
even
further
waivers
and
concessions to them. In the last
budget presented in July 2019, the
FM slashed corporate tax from
33% to 22%. That has been
maintained in the current budget as
well. Moreover, the 2020 budget
has announced that manufacturing
companies set up after 1 October
would get option to pay 15% tax.
To
companies
availing
of
concessions and benefits, a MAT
relief by reducing it from 18% to
15% has been given. Listed
companies which have announced
buyback of shares prior to 5 July
would not be charged with super
rich tax.Currently, companies have
to pay a tax of 15% on dividends
distributed by it to shareholders.
This has been removed and the
dividend income will now be
taxable in the hands of the recipient
(meaning
the
common
shareholders). Start-ups upto a
turnover upto 25 crores would be
allowed to get a full tax waiver on
profits for any three consecutive
years out of their first seven years.
Apart from this, there are several
other concessions such as full
exemption in industries and
businesses set up in the Special
Economic Zones (SEZs), deduction
of profits of undertakings engaged
in generation, transmission and
distribution of power as well as
deduction of profits of industrial
undertakings
derived
from
production of mineral oil and natural
gas and non-recovery of direct tax
etc. In 2017-18, it was found that
combined revenue loss due to such
generosity shown to the corporates

was around Rs9.38 lakh crores.
The same policy continues. During
the year 2017-18, the government
had foregone revenue of Rs.
1,17,337 due to various tax
incentives and deductions available
to companies. The FM admitted in
July 2019 that tax revenue to be
foregone for reducing corporate tax
to 22% would be around Rs 1.46
lakh crores. If all other factors of
revenue loss are taken into account,
the figure would climb several
times more. Most importantly, the
government instead of pulling up,
let alone punishing,
the tax
defaulting corporates, is pardoning
them by waiving interests and
penalties, without taking any
punitive measures and so forth.
Another 'empathy' with the taxevaders has been reflected in the
announcement of a one-time
amnesty for those who are fighting
tax demands in various appellate
courts—something like what was
done for indirect taxes last
year.The FM herself has informed
that there are “4,83,000 direct tax
cases pending in various appellate
forums and she plans to waive
interest and penalties if these cases
are settled at the level of the
original demand raised on the
taxpayer.” She said she believes in
a ‘No Dispute but Trust
Scheme’.Though she offered no
figure of the total amounts pending
in litigation, informed circle
estimates the sums to be in excess
of Rs 8 lakh crores. The total
budget deficit of 2019-20 is around
Rs 8 lakh crores. Also, it is known
that the total NPAs (non-performing
Assets) meaning unrecovered or
bad loans mostly from the
corporate sharks is hovering around
Rs 14 lakh crores and the
government is bailing out the banks
through recapitalization by drawing
into public exchequer. Yet the
splurge of concessions continue to
be bestowed on them.
And how does the government
intend to make up this huge
foregone tax revenue? Obviously,
by forcing the common pauperized
masses to bear the burden of
escalating indirect tax loaded on
prices of essential commodities
including food, items of daily use,
fuel, power, transport as well as
various services. We also saw
earlier how the government virtually
arm-twisted RBI to pay Rs 1.76
lakh crore as dividend and out of
the latter’s reserve capital. Next, it

has planned selling out PSUs to
private houses and mop up extra
money of around Rs 2.1 lakh
crores through the window of
disinvestment. Even Comptroller of
Accountant General (CAG) in its
audit report tabled in the Parliament
on 10 December 2019 has revealed
that the very objectives of
disinvestments are not being
achieved. On the other hand, the
bluff given to the individual taxpayers in the lower income bracket
by way of declaring a new slab and
then making it subject to nonavailability of existing tax benefits
from investment in small savings
etc. is now exposed to all.

Agriculture and peasants—
slaying the slain further
If one turns to the agriculture
and public welfare areas like
healthcare, education, the procapitalist anti-people plank of the
budget would be further proved.
Take the agricultural sector first. As
usual, following the practice of
duping the rural poor and the
countrymen with a bunch of trashes
camouflaged behind sweet-coated
words, the FM in her budget has put
agriculture in the category of
“Aspirational India” and unveiled a
long list of measures which, she
claimed, as usual without any
substantiation, would put the sector
on a higher growth trajectory. But
the reality is that rural India’s plight
is sharply manifest in the high
proportion of uncultivated land,
grabbing of fertile land in the name
of development and urbanization,
decline in food crops production,
rising cost of agricultural inputs like
seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and
diesel, devastation wrought by
droughts and floods and above all
the procurement system being
dominated by an utterly corrupt
nexus of ruling party leaders-village
touts- panchayat high-ups-policeadministration-middlemen-hoarders
who deny the peasants even the
barest minimum price. And
moreover, as per labour bureau
report, the real wage of the rural
poor had gone down by 4.7% in
October 2019.The Economic Survey
criticized the periodic agricultural
loan moratorium (which only
benefits large farmers and creates a
range of problems) but made no
recommendation as to how the
problems of the extant conditions of
soil and water depletion, the onset of
Contd. on page 6
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climate change and the devastation
that periodic droughts and floods
have wrought on the rural landscape
could be resolved. Had the budget
been sensitive to the plight of the
peasants, it might have considered
making support payments to farmers
for conserving their soil, water and
seeds.
So, it could be seen that none of
the questions concerning the interest
of the poor and marginal peasants
has been touched upon, if not
deliberately fought shy of, by the FM
in her budget. The FM claimed that
her government has “provided
resilience for 6.11 crores farmers
insured under PM Fasal Bima
Yojana”. However, the unofficial
reports indicate the figure is much
lower. Secondly, insurers earlier
used to retain under 12% of the
public money that went into earlier
crop insurance programme and the
rest was given to farmers. Now
they retain up to 44%. Reports
suggest private insurers have hardly
any “boots on the ground” and
farmers find it difficult to reach them
for grievance redress. It is not clear
what value private insurers add as
an intermediary between the
government
and
the
farmers.Obvious question raised is
that whether the scheme is providing
relief for stricken farmers or
showering windfall on corporate
insurers by debiting public
exchequer? Even allocation under
PM-Kisan scheme (an initiative by
the government in which all small
and marginal farmers were
promised a pay-out up to Rs 6,000
per year as minimum income
support) has been kept unchanged at
Rs 75,000 crore, much to the
surprise of many. Parrying all these
pertinent questions, the “aspirational
India” rubric veered around
emphasis on much-clamoured crop
insurance, conversion of dry lands
into solar energy generating parks,
provisons of civil aviation facilities to
facilitate air transport of agricultural
produce, launching of cluster-based
type of cultivation, promise of
making farming “competitive and
liberalised” and reinforcement on
integrating the agricultural sector
with the financial and market
system. Hollow promises apart,
such forms of integration, as
experience confirms, only ends up in
more exploitation of the resources
and labour of disadvantaged small
and marginal peasants subordinating

them more and more to the kulaks
and the giant MNCs.On the other
hand, the entire agriculture sector
would be a fiefdom of loot and
plunder by domestic and foreign
monopolists. The government has
even cut the fertilizer subsidy from
Rs 79, 998 crore (Revised Estimate
of 2019-20) to Rs 71,309 crore
(Budget Estimate for 2020-21)
which would bring in its wake
further rise in input cost for the
peasants.Funds given to Food
Corporation
of
India
for
procurement and PDS operations
have been halved from Rs 1,51,000
lakh crore to Rs 75,000
crores.Budget for procuring other
crops has also been reduced by Rs
1000 crores. Last year, it is pertinent
to mention, the government did not
spend more than 2.88% of the
budget
amount
for
crop
procurement. It is evident that the
government is least interested to
ensure minimum support price to the
impoverished peasants. Yet, the PM
and FM make a mockery of the
distress of the peasants constituting
around 69% of the country’s
population by stating that the
farmer’s income would be doubled
by 2022. Even going by the numbers
and enunciations of capitalist
economy controlling the agricultural
sector today, it would require about
15 per cent per annum growth in
real incomes of farmers for the next
three years. Given the parameters in
which farm incomes are determined
and the measures being suggested
by the FM in her budget, this
promise is an absurdity. Or,
otherwise the figure may be reached
by simple mathematics, averaging
the fabulously rising income of
pampered corporate houses and
miserably dwindling income of
pauperized farmers. Moreover, all
the available figures show that
peasants’ income continues to slide
more and more with every passing
day, so much so that suicides among
them go on unabated and most of
them getting uprooted from land and
either inflating the beggar population
in the cities or joining the everincreasing band of migrant workers
facing a totally uncertain extremely
oppressive life. We know how a
year and a half back, the onion
producing peasants of Maharashtra
dumped their crops on the fields
when they were offered a price of
only 50 or even 20 paise per kg.
Likewise, sugarcane producing
peasants burnt their crops when

denied even the barest minimum
price to cover their cost of
production.
Further, when in consonance
with the urgent need of increasing
public expenditure in rural India, it
was necessary to provide more
funds to the Mahatma Gandhi
National
Rural
Employment
Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS),
the Budget 2020 has instead made a
13% cut in its allocation from
revised estimates of the previous
year. This is despite the fact that the
MGNREGS budget allocation has,
for years, fallen short of demand for
work, resulting in spending excesses
of over Rs 4,000 crore (2018-19
figures). Even food subsidy
budgeted at Rs 1,84,220 crore for
2019-20 has been slashed to Rs
1,08,668 crore in the Revised
Estimate (RE) of 2019-20, and is
now budgeted (BE) at only Rs
1,15,570 crore for 2020-21. Is this
massive reduction with only a sleight
of hand achieved by asking Food
Corporation of India to borrow more
and more and not showing the full
subsidy bill in the Union Budget for
fear of reflecting higher fiscal
deficit? The answer would be to
anybody’s guess.
How far does this reality
conduce to the promise of doubling
peasants’ income in next two years?

Who are wealth creators
So, whom the government is
looking after? The common toiling
masses bearing the brunt of the
plateauing of incomes even as
inflation has continued unabated, or
a handful of corporate behemoths
and unscrupulous super-rich who
merrily evade billions of rupees of
tax, embezzle crores of rupees of
people’s money deposited in the
banks, become declared fugitive
abroad by stealing public fund, close
down over 7 lakh industries to throw
millions and millions of workers out
of job and push the destitute
peasants to the precipice of ruination
? Reiterating what the BJP prime
minister said in his last independence
day speech, the FM said during her
budget presentation that “Wealth
creators will be respected in this
country.” This is the catch point. It
is an admitted fact that labour is the
source of wealth creation or wealth
is a product of labour power. If that
be the truth, who are the wealth
creators? The myriads of wretched
working masses who devote their
labour power to create wealth, or

the few monopolists who appropriate
the surplus or unpaid labour power
as profit to swell their coffers,
defraud the exchequer and financial
institutions, generate black money
and stash it abroad?

Neglecting key public welfare
sectors like education and
healthcare
That the government is now hellbent to hand over education sector
to the private houses is once more
evident from the announcement of
the Finance Minister. She said that
the new National Education Policy
will be announced soon and the new
education
policy
encourages
privatisation and commercialization
of education. So, the government
feels no obligation to fund education.
Had the government been serious
about implementing ‘right to
education’ policy, it would have
emphasized on establishing more
schools employing several lakh
teachers. Similarly, if access to
higher education was really
considered as a universal right, the
government would have gone for
opening more colleges and
employing a good number of
educated men and women as
teachers there. But that is not what
is intended. So, even the budget has
been curtailed for Rashtriya
Uchchatar
Shiksha
Abhiyan
(RUSA). Though it is the demand of
educationists to allot 6% of the GDP
to the education sector, it has never
been done since independence. In
fact the allotment is only 0.44 % of
the GDP whereas it was 0.45 % of
the GDP last year. In terms of total
expenditure also the education
budget has reduced from 4.14 % in
2014-15 to 3.26% this year. It was
3.40 % last year. So the claim of the
government that it is increasing
education budget is far from being
true. Secondly, the Budget has
proposed steps to enable ‘external
commercial borrowings’ and foreign
direct investment (FDI)
in
education sector so as to be able to
deliver higher quality education.
Right now, 100 % FDI is allowed in
the education sector. It is rightly
apprehended by education-loving
people that the sector is slated to
turn into a favourable hunting
ground for foreign capital to reap
the richest harvest. Naturally it
would lead to exorbitant rise in
expenditure on education and throw
common people to face fresh more
Contd. on page 7
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severe challenges in meeting
education cost for children of their
families. Budget 2020 has said that
students in the general stream need
their employability improved. Linking
education with employability is
against the man-making characterbuilding role of education.
As regards healthcare, instead
of specifying what concrete steps
were being taken to better the
Primary and Secondary healthcare
systems and offer improved service
in the government hospitals either
free or at minimal affordable cost,
the FM ended by saying: “We have
a holistic vision of healthcare that
translates into wellness of the
citizen.” If that was the case, the
government would have placed
importance on improving healthcare
standards in tier I and tier II
hospitals and stressed on upgrading
government hospitals. It would not
only have benefitted myriads of the
countrymen but also provided jobs
to many medical, para-medical,
nursing and other health assistant
staff. But, the budget is
conspicuously silent on all these.
On the contrary, even the muchhyped PMJAY-Ayushman Bharat,
Swachh Bharat scheme have
suffered major cuts. And then
elaborating on two or three
government-sponsored schemes like
establishment of Jan Aushadhi
Kendras (People’s pharmacies) and
PMJAY which are mostly on paper
and are hardly of any benefit to the
suffering people, the FM said that
‘viability gap funding window’ has
been proposed for setting up
hospitals in the public-private
partnership mode—a euphemism
for backdoor privatization. At
present, healthcare is fraught with
problems and corrupt practices like
pilferage from the government
stores to non-transparency and
decontrolling of drug pricing, overpricing of medical equipment,
granting licence to nursing homes
and diagnostic centres, overlooking

non-compliance with prescribed
standards, black-marketing of
stents, artificial limbs and implants
even within the hospital premises,
non-disclosure of death of the
patients till hefty false bills are
raised and settled, etc. There is no
remedial
measure
suggested,
implying that people are to stay
with it. Even out of an allocation of
just Rs 69, 000 crores, an allocation
of around Rs 6,400 crore would be
for AB-PMJAY scheme meaning
premium to be paid to the private
insurers.
But while allocations towards
health and education as well as
subsidies are reduced, funds allotted
under the police head increased to
Rs 1, 05, 244 crore from Rs1,03, 202
crores. Similarly, defence budget has
been raised to Rs 4.70 lakh crores
which is 2.1% of GDP almost 5
times higher than that of education.

Manipulation and fudging of
data
For quite some time, the
published data by the government and
its projected figures have been
under a serious cloud. For example,
the government this year has set a
direct tax collection target of Rs
13.35 lakh crore for the current fiscal,
which includes Rs 7.66 lakh crore
from corporate tax and Rs 5.69 lakh
crore as income tax. The FM
assumes that tax collection would go
up by 12.3%. But, fact is that, if
nominal GDP is to go up by 10%, how
can tax revenue increase by 12%?
This is incomprehensible even if one
goes by text book prescripts of
bourgeois economy. Moreover,
corporate tax collection has been just
half of what the government has
intended as on 10 January last. Even
personal income tax has been far
from being rosy. There has been a
massive shortfall. Indirect tax
collections have actually dipped from
5 per cent of GDP in 2018-19 to 4.9
per cent in 2019-20 and are expected
to remain at this level. Yet, the central
budget expects monthly GST

Candle demonstration in Trivandrum (Kerala) in remembrance of the young
child JAHAN who passed away in the Shaheen Bagh movement.

collections to grow by 17 per cent.
Considering the slowdown in
consumption, is it at all achievable?
Secondly, the FM claimed that budget
deficit would be around 3.8% of
GDP. But, if the government’s offbudget liabilities in the form of
National Small Savings Fund (NSSF)
loans to public entities like Food
Corporation of India (in fiscal 2020,
the carry-over liability bill due to FCI
is likely to cross Rs 2 lakh crores)
and government-serviced bonds are
assumed to be the same in the current
fiscal year as in the previous fiscal
year, the ‘real’ deficit number would
shoot up to 5.5%.There are more
such discrepancies and anomalies
since the entire set of statistics is
estranged from reality and is
manufactured.

Anti-people and pro-capitalist
budget
This clearly shows that the
budget does not have even an iota
of endeavour to mitigate people’s
growing hardship. Rather, it is
fraught with ill motives, teems in
utter falsehood and deceptions. It is
a class budget, budget of the
corporate sector, budget of the

oppressive ruling monopolists,
budget of exploitative finance
capital. The FM following the
footsteps of her prime minister and
the political plank her party, the BJP,
is anchored at, has simply attempted
to shield this hideous character of
not just the budget but the policy
framework by beating about the
bush for three long hours on the floor
of parliament. So it was not a budget
but a political statement of the ruling
BJP. Hence, there is nothing to
expect from this budget except
aggravation of the penury and
misery of the people. SUCI (C)
urges people to realize that this
budget is not only anti-people but is
poised to exacerbate the brazen
economic assault on the life and
livelihood of the people. Such
savage economic attacks can be
thwarted only if the people acquire
necessary political consciousness in
course
of
launching
and
wholeheartedly participating in a
united organized and long-drawn
movement over the burning
problems of life under correct
revolutionary leadership, based on
higher proletarian culture and
morality and along the right track.

PROTEST AGAINST MOLESTATION AT
GARGI COLLEGE

Protest against molestation and sexual assault on girl students of
Gargi College, Delhi, by outsider goons on 6 February.
[From top] Delhi, Guna (MP) and Gujarat
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Pledge March by West Bengal AIDSO

With firm resolve, students in thousands
recall Vidyasagar’s mission to fulfil it
They came en masse, in hundreds and
thousands, students — hailing from all parts of
West Bengal , they converged to College Square
in Kolkata on 7 February 2020, to join the
concluding programme of the Pledge March that
had started from 1 February 2020. Commemorating the 200th birth anniversary of the noblest
forerunner of Indian renaissance-Ishwarchandra
Vidyasagar and pledged to accomplish the mission
he had taken up and pursued relentlessly
throughout his life to establish secular, scientific and
democratic education on Indian soil with a
particular eye to the hapless womenfolk of the
country, they were students who have inspired
themselves with the resolve to realize in their life
the dreams of the stalwart personalities like
Vidyasagar and carry on their thoughts and ideas.
True enough, it is the students and youth who
through all ages keep up the fore in ushering social
progress. But today it has to be called a rare
phenomenon indeed! With the entire social
ambience permeated with utter self-centric
attitude and students and youth mostly driven
towards shameless careerism, these students on
their pledge march constitute an exception, and
hence have won overwhelming appreciation from
all the right –thinking people. They have, through
their march, implanted in the minds of other
students and youth as well such an urge for a
nobler life as the one Vidyasagar had envisioned
for them.
These students responding to the call of
revolutionary students’ organization AIDSO,
traversed a thousand kilometer in protest against
those conspiratorial policies of the government
which are generating an atmosphere of communal
disharmony and divisiveness in the name of religion
through such moves as the NRC-NPR and CAA.
Just as the poverty stricken youngsters from

the tea-gardens of North-Bengal or those
belonging to the poorer of the poor families of
Southern Bengal that earn their meager
sustenance through fishing, have joined their ranks
with positivity so also people at large have looked
upon this march ‘to protect humanity and harmony’
as the ‘light in the darkness’. They say with
conviction: Yes indeed, these youngsters will root
out ignorance and illiteracy and will usher in a new
dawn!
The Pledge March was comprised of three big
rallies covering extensive parts of the state, starting
from Siliguri in North Bengal, Karmatar in
Jharkhand where Vidyasagar spent his last days
mainly among the poorest tribal people and the
third from Birsingha in Medinipur, the village
Vidyasagar was born. The inauguration of the
Pledge March was held at a huge gathering at
Siliguri on 1 February 2020, with AIDSO General
Secretary Comrade Saurav Ghosh initiating the
March. Then the three rallies set out traversing
different parts of Bengal to reach Kolkata at the
end of the week-long march on the 7th of
February.
There might have been some hesitations before
the March was initiated. But once the path was
tread, all doubts and confusions vanished as a new
world was to be explored. Those confused were
enlivened through their own experiences. A
spontaneous reaction on part of the people to these
student rallies of such a stature was experienced
throughout. At Birsingha- Vidyasagar’s birthplace,
the Headmaster of Bhagabati School (named after
Vidyasagar’s revered mother)- the president of the
Welcoming Committee of Pledge March, took
initiative to involve all students of his school to
implement in their life the thoughts and dreams of
Vidyasagar. Students from different schools also
took active part in quiz, models on science, and
cultural programmes. Birsingha needs a special
mention for the help from a local tribal club that
shouldered the responsibility of providing food and
lodging to the AIDSO organizers who were facing
problems at the preparatory stage. Even where
AIDSO had no local contacts to fall back upon,
students in hundreds joined in the March on their
own initiative.

Concluding programme of Pledge March with
Comrade Provash Ghosh, General Secretary, SUCI(C) present as the Chief Guest.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

As the Pledge March advanced through the
different parts of Bengal, innumerable people from
different walks of life, be they teachers, shopowners and businessmen, house-wives or
someone like a woman living on alms, not to speak
of the students and youth, came up to offer either
food or shelter, money or other minimum support
the Pledge March participants would need.
Likewise, all along the way there were unique
instances of heartfelt munificence on part of the
people who took it on their shoulders to offer all
help and assistance. Also innumerable committees
involving students have been formed throughout
the state including those against communalism.
Warm with the greetings and support of the
people in their memory, students converged to the
very same College Square which was once among
the places Vidyasagar frequented in course of his
noble service to society. There many of the former
as well as present all India leaders of the
organization were already present to greet the
students and share with them this memorable
occasion in the history of students’ movement.
Distinguished leader of militant leftist
movement, SUCI(C) General Secretary Comrade
Provash Ghosh had been invited to address the
massive student gathering.
In his address, Comrade Provash Ghosh
pointed out that the poorer section of people - were
near and dear to Vidyasagar; people speak of
Vidyasagar’s kindness and generosity of heart but
the lone battle Vidyasagar had led against the
dogmatism of the then feudal society has to be
focused. A Hindu Brahmin in attire, but a European
in his thoughts, he fought ardently against the
superstitious thoughts and beliefs of the then
society under religious tutelage, and sought to usher
in reason and scientific thoughts. His
enlightenment with thoughts of European
renaissance led him not only to bring about such
radical social reforms as widow marriage etc., but
also to overhaul Bengali literature and grammar so
as to make these dynamic, orderly and systematic.
The foundation of secular education was laid down
by no other than Vidyasagar.
Through his inspiring address, Comrade
Provash Ghosh called upon the students to take
resolve to live upto the pledge and be imbibed with
thoughts of Vidyasagar and rid themselves of all
backwardness like superstitions, religious dogma
and also to nourish a respect for women.
At the end of the address, cultural programmes
were held by the participants. The concluding part
of the ‘Pledge March’ ended with great
enthusiasm and firm resolve.
It is clear today that the unity and solidarity
built up among students in course of the ‘Pledge
March’ will go on shining in all brilliance to carry
along from door to door the movement of manmaking so as to make the dreams of Vidyasagar
come true.
Due to shortage of space, second instalment of 'Three
principles of communism' by great Engels could not
be published. It will be published in the next issue.

: PROVASH GHOSH
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